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CONFIGURATION OF IC CARD

ofwhich the following is a
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This application claims priority to United States Provisional Application Serial

No. 60/073,906 filed on February 6, 1998, entitled "Remote Configuration ofIC Card."

5 RELATED APPLICATION

This application is related to U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.60/072,561

filed on January 22, 1998 entitled Codelets and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/076,551

filed on May 12, 1998 entitled Secure Multiple Application Card System and Process, which are

hereby incorporated by reference, and ofwhich USSN 09/076,551 is included herein as

Annex A.
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BACKGROTTND OF TNVFNTTON

Integrated circuit cards are becoming increasingly used for many different

purposes in the world today. An IC card typically is the size of a conventional credit card on

which a computer chip is embedded. It comprises a microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM),

electrically erasable programmable read-only-memory (EEPROM), an Input/Output (I/O)

mechanism and other circuitry to support the microprocessor in its operations. An IC card may

contain one or more applications in memory. MULTOS™ is a multiple application operating

system which runs on IC cards, among other platforms, and allows multiple applications to be

executed on the card itself. This allows a card user to run many programs stored in the card (for

example, credit/debit, electronic money/purse and/or loyalty applications) irrespective ofthe type

of terminal (i.e., ATM, telephone and/or POS) in which the card is inserted for use.

IC cards typically have limited storage capacity due to the size and cost restraints

of locating memory on the card. Applications for multi-application smart cards are written in a

programming language and are typically stored in the EEPROM whose contents can be changed

during the lifetime of the card. One example of a programming language used in IC cards is the

Multos Executable Language (MEL™). The MEL program instructions are read from EEPROM

when they are executed and are interpreted by the operating system stored in ROM.

The ROM on the IC card includes the operating system written in assembler

language code for the particular integrated circuit configuration (native language type code). The

operating system code stored in ROM is fixed when the ROM is initially written and the
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information stored in ROM will not change for the life of the card.

Also present in ROM can be subroutines called primitives written in a native

language code for the microprocessor which can be called by either the operating system itself or

by applications when they are executed. Primitives are written in native language (i.e. assembler

language) so that they can be executed very quicky and minimal interpretation ofthe instructions

is necessary for execution. These primitives are collections of instructions which typically

perform a desired function, such as a mathematical or cryptographic function. The instructions

are never changed during the lifetime ofthe card. Any data used or accessed by the primitives

are stored in EEPROM so that the contents of the data elements can change as necessary.

Also capable ofbeing stored in ROM are "codelets," which are sets ofinstructions

written in a programming language (not native language code). These codelets can be stored in

ROM so as to maximize the usage ofmemory and allow ROM to store complete applications as

well as primitives. The codelet can be as small as one instruction or as large as will fit into the

remaining ROM memory space. For example, the purse application described above can be

stored in ROM when the card is initialized in order to free up space in EEPROM for additional

applications which can be loaded at any time.

Once data is stored in ROM, the data can never be modified or deleted and new

data cannot be added after ROM is set. Moreover, in prior art systems, when the chip card is

manufactured, a primitive address table is stored on the card which allows the operating system

to locate the memory address of a primitive. This address table inROM is also permanently set.

In this system, described in an application copending with this one (see Serial No.
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09/076,551, incorporated herein as Annex A), subsequent to card manufacture (at which time the

ROM is fixed), the card is "personalized." This personalization step takes place either shortly

after the card is made or anytime thereafter, up to a period ofmonths or more. In the meantime,

before the card is personalized, cards remain "blank" (i.e., unassigned to an individual user or

group) and typically will be held at the card manufacturer or card issuer until needed. During

this stage, because the cards have not yet been personalized, there is a greater risk that the cards

would be improperly used.

The personalization step - in which the cards are assigned to a particular user or

group - takes place at a location different from the card manufacturer generally under control of

the card-issuer (i.e., the bank issuing the card) or some other personalization bureau ("PB"). A
separate and preferably centrally located Certification Authority, which oversees the cards'

interaction, provides the usually remote PB with appropriate security data, discussed below, to

allow the PB to personalize (i.e., enable) the card, and to allow an application provider to load

(either at the time of enablement or later) an application program, such as a purse application,

15 onto the card.

One of the problems confronting multi-application card designers is how to

address the situation where after the primitive or codelet is masked or otherwise stored in the

ROM at the time ofmanufacture (and thus cannot thereafter be changed), the primitive or codelet

needs to be replaced, modified or updated to fix a bug or to take advantage ofa more efficient or

20 effective routine. Another concern is to ensure that the original primitives and codelets masked

into ROM are not capable of use until the card is personalized, i.e. enabled for a particular user or
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group, with individual keys and identifiers. Accordingly the invention aims to address at least

some of the foregoing problems and more particularly to provide a method and system which

solves these problems.

STTMMAKV OF THE INVENTION

5 The applicant here has determined that one way to achieve these aims is by

loading in EEPROM at the personalization step and not at the manufacturing step an address

table assigning to each primitive and/or codelet a name and corresponding address identifying

where the primitive and/or codelet can be found in memory. In this manner, if the primitive

masked in ROM at the time ofmanufacture needs to be changed, only the address for that

10 primitive needs to be changed to point to the location in which the updated primitive sits. In

addition, since neither an application nor the operating system will know where the primitive is

located without a stored address table, the primitives cannot be called and the card cannot run

until the primitive address table is loaded at the personalization step. This prevents use of the

card until it is enabled at the personalization step.

15

BRIBE DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further objects, features and advantages of the invention will become apparent

from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying figures

showing illustrative embodiments of the invention, in which

20 Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the three states in the life of a multi-

application IC card in a secure system;
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Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the components of the system architecture for

the enablement process of an IC card in a secure multi-application IC card system;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the read only memory space segments for an

IC card at the time of manufacture in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

5 Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the electrically erasable programmable read-

only-memory space segments for an IC card after it has been loaded at the personalization stage

in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the address table loaded in EEPROM of an

IC card at the personalization stage, in accordance with an embodiment ofthe present invention;

10 Fig. 6 illustrates an integrated circuit card which can be used in connection with

an embodiment of this invention; and

Fig. 7 is a functional block diagram ofthe integrated circuit shown in Fig. 6.

Throughout the figures, the same reference numerals and characters, unless

otherwise stated, are used to denote like features, elements, components or portions of the

15 illustrated embodiments. Moreover, while embodiments ofthe subject invention will now

be described in detail with reference to the figures, it is done so in connection with the

illustrative embodiments. It is intended that changes and modifications can be made to the

described embodiments without departing from the true scope and spirit of the subject

invention as defined by the appended claims.

20
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 shows the three steps involved in providing an operational multi-

application IC card in a secure system. The first step is the card manufacturing step 101. The

second step is the personalization step 103 where card personalization data (also called entity

authentication data) is loaded onto the card. The third step is the application loading step 105

which checks to see if a card is qualified to receive an application, i.e., when the personalization

data is checked against the application permissions data associated with the application to be

loaded. Each of these three steps is described in detail in Annex

Figure 2 shows the components of the system architecture for the card

initialization process of an IC card in a secure multiple application IC card system. The system

includes a card manufacturer 102, a personalization bureau 104, an application loader 106, the IC

card 107 being initialized, the card user 109 and the certification authority 1 1 1 for the entire

multiple application secure system. The card user 109 is the person or entity who will use the

stored applications on the IC card.

The card user would contact a card issuer 113, such as a bank which distributes IC

cards, and request an IC card with the two applications both residing in memory of a single IC

card. The integrated circuit chip for the IC card would be manufactured by manufacturer 102

and sent to the card issuer 113 (or an entity acting on its behalf) in the form ofan IC chip on a

card. During the manufacturing process, data is transmitted 1 15 via a data conduit from the

manufacturer 102 to card 107 and stored in IC card 107's memory. (Any of the data conduits
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described in this figure could be a telephone line, Internet connection or any other transmission

medium.) The certification authority 111, which maintains encryption/decryption keys for the

entire system, transmits 1 1 7 security data (i.e., global public key) to the manufacturer over a data

conduit which is placed on the card by the manufacturer along with other data, such as the card

5 enablement key and card identifier. The card's multiple application operating system is also

stored in ROM and placed on the card by the manufacturer. After the cards have been initially

processed, they are sent to the card issuer for personalization and application loading.

The card issuer 1 13 performs, or has performed by another entity, two separate

functions. First, the personalization bureau 104 personalizes the IC card 107 in the ways

10 described above, and second, the application loader 106 loads the application provided the card is

qualified, as described in Annex A

Backtracking now to the time ofmanufacture, the ROM 120 ofIC card is loaded,

as illustrated in Figure 3, with operating system code 122, codelets 1 and 2 identified

respectively as 124, 126, at addresses 1000 and 1050, and primitives 1, 2, 3, 4 identified

15 respectively are 128, 130, 132, 134, at addresses 2020, 2040, 2080, and 3000. The addresses are

preferably physical addresses in ROM, an offset from a primitive starting pointer, or any other

addressing scheme.

Subsequently, as described above, the card is personalized. The CA provides the

PB with personalization information, which may include an individual key set 136. This

20 information is sent to the PB usually at a remote location either through the Internet, by CD

ROM or other data conduit or storage device. The PB remotely loads this information onto the
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EEPROM of the card (see Fig. 4) along with certain identifiers 138, such as a card identification,

an issuer identification, product type identification (representing the type of application, i.e.,

purse, loyalty, etc.) and the date of loading. Additional primitive or codelet code can also be

loaded at this time.

5 In accordance with an embodiment of this invention, the PB further remotely loads onto the

EEPROM of the card the codelet/primitive address table 140. As shown in Fig. 5, this address

table 140 contains a listing of the names of the codelets and primitives to be called by either the

application program or operating system together with the memory addresses containing the code

to be called. The location ofcode corresponding to a primitive call by the operating system or an

10 application will be determined at this time. Thus, the controlling authority or system operator

can select which version ofcode stored in the card will be executed when a particular primitive

name is called.

In this particular case, a program instruction such as:

CALL PRIM 4 (DATA)

15 would result in a search of the address table to locate the address ofPRIM 4. Because a new

PRIM 4, with address 3080, was added into the programmable portion of the card memory at

time of personalization to replace old PRIM 4, the operating system will simply fetch the new

PRIM 4 at location 3080 as indicated in the address table. The old code at memory location

3000 will never be accessed by the operating system because there is no entry in the address table

20 pointing to the old code.

Accordingly, this remote loading of an address table at the time ofpersonalization
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allows the system (1) to control enablement until desired; and (2) to make use ofa card despite

an outdated codelet or primitive which may have been permanently placed in the card at the time

ofmanufacture.

Figure 6 illustrates a card 600 incorporating integrated circuit technology that can

5 be used with the presently claimed invention. Card 600 looks similar to a conventional credit

card, but also includes integrated circuit (IC) 622, which contains a microprocessor, and

electrical contacts 624 for communication between IC 622 and devices external to card 600.

Card 600 can be used for example, as a credit card, a debit card, and\or as an electronic cash

card, i.e., a card containing monetary value that can be transferred when the cardholder makes

10 purchases, for example, aMONDEX™ cash card.

Figure 7 is a functional block diagram ofthe IC section 622 and contains at least

processing unit 710 and memory unit 750. Preferably, IC 722 also includes control logic 720, a

timer 730, and input/output ports 740. IC section 722 can also include a co-processor 760.

Control logic 720 provides, in conjunction with processing unit 710, the control necessary to

15 handle communications between memory unit 750 and input/output ports 740. Timer 730

provides a timing reference signal for processing unit 710 and control logic 720. Co-processor

760 provides the ability to perform complex computations in real time, such as those required by

cryptographic algorithms.

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the invention. It will thus be

20 appreciated that those skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous systems and methods

which, although not explicitly shown or described herein, embody the principles ofthe invention

and are thus within the spirit and scope of the invention.
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The scope of the present disclosure includes any novel feature or combination

of features disclosed therein either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation thereof

irrespective of whether or not it relates to the claimed invention or mitigates any or all

5 of the problems addressed by the present invention. The applicant hereby gives notice

that new claims may be formulated to such features during the prosecution of this

application or of any such further application derived therefrom. In particular, with

reference to the appended claims, features from dependent claims may be combined

with those of the independent claims and features from respective independent claims

10 may be combined in any appropriate manner and not merely in the specific

combinations enumerated in the claims.
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ANNEX A TO THE DESCRIPTION

BAKER & BOTTS, L.L.P.

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 101 12

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Be it known that WE, DAVID BARR1NGTON EVERETT,

STUART JAMES MILLER ANTHONY DAVID PEACHAM, IAN STEPHENS

SIMMONS, TIMOTHY PHILIP RICHARDS and JOHN CHARLES VTNER, citizens of

GREAT BRITAIN, whose post office addresses are 31 Ashdown Avenue, Saltdean,

Brighton, East Sussex BN2 8AH; 9 Woodford Green, The Warren, Bracknell, Berks,

RG12 9YQ; 4 Lynwood, Groombridge, Turbridge Wells, Kent, TN3 9LX; The Elms,

School Road, Broughton, Cambs, PE17 3AT; 32 Craig Mount, Radlett, Herts, WD7
7LW, and Hydes, Woodlands Lane, Windlesham; respectively, have invented an

improvement in

SECURE MULTIPLE APPLICATION CARD SYSTEM AND PROCESS

ofwhich the following is a

SPECIFICATION

PRIORITY APPLICATION

This application claims priority to United States Provisional application

60/046,514 filed on May 15,1997, entitled "Design for a Multi Application Smart Card"

and United States Provisional application 60/046,543 filed on May 15, 1997, entitled

"Virtual Machine for a Multi Application Smart Card", as well as United States

application No. 09/023,057 filed on February 1 2, 1 998, entitled "Secure Multi-

Application IC Card System Having Selective Loading and Deleting Capability", all of

which are incorporated herein by reference.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Integrated circuit ("IC") cards are becoming increasingly used for many

different purposes in the world today. An IC card (also called a smart card) typically is

the size of a conventional credit card which contains a computer chip including a

microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically erasable programmable read-

only-memory (EEPROM), an Input/Output (I/O) mechanism and other circuitry to

support the microprocessor in its operations. An IC card may contain a single

application or may contain multiple independent applications in its memory.

MULTOS is a multiple application operating system which runs on IC cards, among

other platforms, and allows multiple applications to be executed on the card itself. This

allows a card user to run many programs stored in the card (for example, credit/debit,

electronic money/purse and/or loyalty applications) irrespective ofthe type ofterminal

(i.e., ATM, telephone and/or POS) in which the card is inserted for use.

A conventional single application IC card, such as a telephone card or an

electronic cash card, is loaded with a single application at its personalization stage. That

application, however, cannot be modified or changed after the card is issued even if the

modification is desired by the card user or card issuer. Moreover, if a card user wanted a

variety of application functions to be performed by IC cards issued to him or her, such as

both an electronic purse and a credit/debit function, the card user would be required to

carry multiple physical cards on his or her person, which would be quite cumbersome

and inconvenient. If an application developer or card user desired two different

applications to interact or exchange data with each other, such as a purse application

interacting with a frequent flyer loyalty application, the card user would be forced to

swap multiple cards in and out ofthe card-receiving terminal, making the transaction

difficult, lengthy and

inconvenient.

Therefore, it is beneficial to store multiple applications on the same IC card.

For example, a card user may have both a purse application and a credit/debit application

on the same card so that the user could select which type ofpayment (by electronic cash

or credit card) to use to make a purchase. Multiple applications could be provided to an

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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ANNEX A TO THE DESCRIPTION

IC card if sufficient memory exists and an operating system capable of supporting

multiple applications is present on the card. Although multiple applications could be

pre-selected and placed in the memory ofthe card during is production stage, it would

also be beneficial to have the ability to load and delete applications for card post-

production as needed.

The increased flexibility and power of storing multiple applications on a

single card create new challenges to be overcome concerning the integrity and security of

the information (including application code and associated data) exchanged between the

individual card and the application provider as well as within the entire system when

loading and deleting applications. It would be beneficial to have the capability ofthe IC

card system to exchange data among cards, card issuers, system operators and

application providers securely and to load and delete applications securely at any time

from either a terminal or remotely over a telephone line, internet or intranet connection

or other data conduit. Because these data transmission lines are not typically secure

lines, a number of security and entity-authentication techniques must be implemented to

make sure that applications being sent over the transmission lines are only loaded on the

intended cards.

As mentioned, it is important — particularly where there is a continuing wide

availability ofnew applications to the cardholder — that the system has the capability of

adding applications onto the IC card subsequent to issuance. This is necessary to protect

the longevity ofthe IC cards; otherwise, once an application becomes outdated, the card

would be useless. In this regard, to protect against the improper or undesired loading of

applications onto IC cards, it would be beneficial for the IC card system to have the

capability of controlling the loading process and restricting, when necessary or desirable,

the use of certain applications to a limited group or number of cards such that the

applications are "selectively available" to the IC-cards in the system. This "selective

capability" would allow the loading and deleting of applications at, for example, a

desired point in time in the card's life cycle. It would also allow the loading of an

application only to those cards chosen to receive the selected application.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide these important

features and specifically a secure IC-card system that allows for selective availability of

smart card applications which may be loaded onto IC cards.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

These and other objectives are achieved by the present invention which

provides an IC card system comprising at least one integrated circuit card and having a

certification authority and a personalisation bureau. The certification authority ("CA")

maintains encryption and decryption keys for the entire system and provides the card

manufacturer with security data to be placed on the card at manufacture.

Specifically, in a preferred embodiment, an IC card is injected at

manufacture with the public key ofthe CA and a card identifier for uniquely identifying

each ofthe cards. Subsequent to manufacture, the cards are preferably provided to a

personalisation bureau ("PB") which could be a card issuer, for enabling the cards. The

PB obtains from the cards the identifiers and forwards a list of card identifiers to the CA.

The CA in turn creates a personalisation data block for each card identifier,

and each data block preferably includes card personalisation data and an individual key

set. The data block is encrypted and forwarded back to the PB. By using the card

identifier, the PB then matches the cards with the encrypted data blocks and separately

loads each data block onto the matched card, and preferably sets an enablement bit

indicating that the card has been enabled and is ready for application loading.

The application loading process is preferably performed at the PB. At first,

the system checks to see whether the card to be loaded is qualified (3s defined below) to

accept the loading of a specific application. The application loader via a terminal will be

advised ifthe card is qualified and, if so, a check will be done using the CA's public key

to determine whether the application to be loaded has been signed by the CA's secret key

indicating that the application to be loaded has been allowed by the CA.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further objects, features and advantages of the invention will become

apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the

accompanying figures showing illustrative embodiments ofthe invention, in which

Fig. 1 is block diagram illustrating the three stages in the life of a multi-

application IC card in a secure system;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the steps ofthe card manufacture

process;

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps involved in enabling each ofthe

IC cards in the secure system;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of an IC card chip which can be used in accordance

with the invention;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the data stored on the IC card as

indicated in block 307 of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5A is a schematic ofthe data structures residing in an IC card and

representing personalization data;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of loading an application onto an

IC card in the secure system;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the checking steps as indicated in block 601

of Fig. 6;

Fig. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the steps undertaken in determining if

loading of an application may proceed;

Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the components ofthe system architecture

for the enablement process of an IC card in a secure multi-application IC card system;

and

Fig. 10 is a system diagram of entities involved with the use of the IC card

once it has been personalized.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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Throughout the figures, the same reference numerals and characters, unless

otherwise stated, are used to denote like features, elements, components or portions of

the illustrated embodiments. Moreover, while the subject invention will now be

described in detail with reference to the figures, it is done so in connection with the

illustrative embodiments. It is intended that changes and modifications can be made to

the described embodiments without departing from the true scope and spirit ofthe

subject invention as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides an IC card system and process which allow

the flexibility to load and delete selected applications over the lifetime of a multi-

application IC card in response to the needs or desires ofthe card user, card issuers

and/or application developers. A card user who has such a card can selectively load and

delete applications as desired if allowed by the card issuer in conjunction with the

system operator or Certification Authority ("CA) which controls the loading and deleting

process by certifying the transfer of information relating to the process.

By allowing applications to be selectively loaded and deleted from the card,

a card issuer can extend additional functionality to an individual IC card without having

to issue new cards. Moreover, application developers can replace old applications with

new enhanced versions, and applications residing on the same card using a common

multiple application operating system may interact and exchange data in a safe and

secure manner. For example, a frequent flyer loyalty program may automatically credit

one frequent flyer mile to a card user's internal account for every dollar spent with the

Mondex purse or with a credit/debit application. By allowing the ability to selectively

load and delete applications, the card user, subject to the requirements of the card issuer,

also has the option of changing loyalty programs as desired.

A card issuer or application developer may intend that a particular

application be loaded on only one card for a particular card user in a card system. A

regional bank may desire to have a proprietary application reside only on the cards which

the bank issues. The present invention would allow for this selective loading and
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specifically allow for the prevention of loading proprietary applications onto

unauthorized cards issued by others.

To achieve these desired objectives, the present invention gives each card a

specific identity by storing "card personalization data" on the card. Moreover, each

application to be loaded or deleted on one or more cards in the system is assigned

"application permissions data" which specify the cards upon which the applications may

be loaded.

The type ofpersonalized data can vary depending upon the needs and

requirements ofthe card system. In the preferred embodiment, described in greater

detail below, the personalization data include unique card identification designation data,

the card issuer, the product class or type (which is defined by the card issuer) and the

date ofpersonalization. However, not all ofthese data elements are required to be used

and additional elements could also be included.

The application permissions data associated with an application, also

described in greater detail below, can be a single value in an identity field or could

include multiple values in the identity field. For example, the application permissions

data in the card issuer field could represent both product class A and product class B

from a certain Bank X, indicating that the application could be loaded onto cards

designated as product classes A and B issued by Bank X (as indicated in the card product

ID field ofthe card's personalization data).

In addition, a "global value" could be stored in the issuer field (or other field)

ofthe application permissions data indicating that all IC cards in the system regardless of

who issued the card would match this permissions field. In this case, for example, a data

value ofzero stored in the application permissions card-issuer field will match all ofthe

cards
1

personalization card-issuer fields.

Figure 1 shows the three steps involved in providing an operational multi-

application IC card in a secure system. The first step is the card manufacturing step 101.

The second step is the personalization step 103 where card personalization data (also

called entity authentication data) is loaded onto the card. The third step is the

application loading step 105 which checks to see if a card is qualified to receive an

application, i.e., when the personalization data is checked against the application
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permissions data associated with the application to be loaded. Each ofthese three steps

is described in detail below.

Card Manufacture

Figure 2 shows the steps necessary in manufacturing an IC card in a secure

system. Step 201 manufactures the physical IC card by creating the integrated circuit on

silicon and placing it on the card. The integrated circuit chip will include RAM, ROM
and EEPROM memories. When the card is first manufactured, a global public key of

the system operator (in this case called the Certification Authority (CA)) is stored on

each card in ROM in step 203. This will allow the card to authenticate thatt the source of

any message to it is from the CA since the public key on the card will be matched to the

CA's secret key.

More specifically, this public key stored on the card will allow the individual

card to verify data signed with the CA's private key. The public key ofthe CA, which is

stored on the card, is used only for determining if the data sent to the card was signed

with the proper CA private key. This allows the card to verify the source of any message

coming from the CA.

Step 205 inserts a card enablement key in a secure portion ofEEPROM in

the card to facilitate card specific confidentiality during enablement, and step 207 inserts

a card identifier in EEPROM ofthe card. The identifier, which can be accessed by any

terminal, will allow the system to determine the identity of the card in later processes.

The identifier is freely available and will not be used to authenticate messages.

Step 209 stores the operating system code in ROM on the card including any

primitives which are called or supported by the operating system. The primitives are

written in native language code (e.g., assembly language) and are stored in ROM. The

primitives are subroutines which may be called by the operating system or by

applications residing on the card such as mathematic functions (multiply or divide), data

retrieval, data manipulation or cryptographic algorithms. The primitives can be executed

very quickly because they are written in the native language ofthe processor.
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After the IC cards are manufactured, they are sent to a personalization bureau

("PB") to enable and personalize the card by storing card personalization data in the

memory ofthe card. The terms enablement and personalization are used interchangeably

herein to indicate the preparatory steps taken to allow the card to be loaded securely with

an application. The individual cards are preferably manufactured in batches and are sent

to a personalisation bureau in a group for processing.

Card Enablement/Personalization

Figure 3 shows the steps ofthe card enablement process when the card

arrives at a personalization bureau. The personalization bureau may be the card issuer

(e.g., a bank or other financial institution) or may be a third party that performs the

service for the card issuer. The personalisation bureau configures the card to a specific

user or user class.

Figure 3 specifically shows the steps taken to enable and personalize each IC

card which will work within the system. The cards can be placed in a terminal which

communicates with IC cards and which reads the card identifier data (previously placed

on the card during the manufacturing process - see step 207). This card identification

data is read from the card in step 301 . The terminal will effectively send a "get

identification data" command to the card and the card will return the identification data

to the terminal.

The PB typically processes a group of cards at the same time, and will first

compile a list ofIC card identification data for the group of cards it is personalizing.

The PB then sends electronically (or otherwise) this list of identification data to the

Certification Authority ("CA") which creates a personalisation (or enablement) data

block for each card identifier. The data block includes the card personalization data

organized in a number of identity fields and an individual key set for the card, discussed

below. These data blocks are then encrypted and sent to the PB in step 302. By using

the card identification data, the PB then matches the cards with the encrypted data blocks

and separately loads each data block onto the matched card. To insure that the CA

controls the identity ofthe card and the integrity ofthe system, the PB never obtains
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knowledge ofthe content of the data blocks transferred. Some aspects of the

personalization are requested by the card issuer to the CA in order to affect their

preferred management of the cards they issue. The following additional steps are

performed.

Step 303 first checks to see if an enablement bit stored in EEPROM of the

card has been already set. If it already has been set, the card has already been configured

and personalized and the enablement process will end as shown in step 304. A card

cannot be enabled and personalized twice. If the bit has not been set, then the process

continues with step 305.

In step 305, the individualized card key set for the card being enabled (which

key set is generated at the CA) is stored on the card. The keys can be used later in off-

card verification (i.e., to verify that the card is an authentic card). This verification is

necessary to further authenticate the card as the one for which the application was

intended.

Step 307 generates four different MULTOS Security Manager (MSM)

characteristic data elements (otherwise referred to herein as personalization data) for the

card at the CA which are used for securely and correctly loading and deleting

applications from a particular card. The MSM characteristics also allow for the loading

of applications on specific classes of identified cards. (These MSM characteristics are

further described in connection with Figure 5.)

Other data can also be stored on the card at this time as needed by the system

design such as an address table or further subroutines.

Step 311 sets the enablement bit in EEPROM ofthe card which indicates

that the enablement process has been completed for the particular card. When this bit is

set, another enablement process cannot occur on the card. This ensures that only one

personalization and enablement process will occur to the card thus preventing illegal

tampering ofthe card or altering the card by mistake. In the preferred embodiment, the

enablement bit is initially not set when the card is manufactured and is set at the end of

the enablement process.

Figure 4 shows an example of a block diagram of an IC card chip which has

been manufactured and personalized. The IC card chip is located on an IC card for use.
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The IC card preferably includes a central processing unit 401, a RAM 403, a EEPROM

405, a ROM 407, a timer 409, control logic 41 1, an I/O ports 413 and security circuitry

415, which are connected together by a conventional data bus.

Control logic 41 1 in memory cards provides sufficient sequencing and

switching to handle read-write access to the card's memory through the input/output

ports. CPU 401 with its control logic can perform calculations, access memory

locations, modify memory contents, and manage input/output ports. Some cards have a

coprocessor for handling complex computations like cryptographic algorithms.

Input/output ports 413 are used under the control of a CPU and control logic alone, for

communications between the card and a card acceptance device. Timer 409 (which

generates or provides a clock pulse) drives the control logic 411 and CPU 401 through

the sequence of steps that accomplish memory access, memory reading or writing,

processing, and data communication. A timer may be used to provide application

features such as call duration. Security circuitry 415 includes fusible links that connect

the input/output lines to internal circuitry as required for testing during manufacture, but

which are destroyed ("blown") upon completion oftesting to prevent later access. The

personalisation data to qualify the card is stored in a secured location ofEEPROM 405.

The comparing of the personalisation data to applications permissions data is performed

by the CPU 401.

Figure 5 shows the steps of generating and loading the four elements ofthe

card personalization data into the memory ofthe IC cards, and Fig. 5A shows a

schematic of bit maps for each identity field residing in the memory ofan IC card

containing personalisation data in accordance with the present invention. Each data

structure for each identity field has its own descriptor code. Step 501 loads the data

structure for the identity field "card ID" called "msm_mcdjpermissions_mcd_no." This

nomenclature stands for MULTOS system manager _ MULTOS card device^

permissions_MULTOS card device number. Although this number is typically 8 bytes

long as shown in Fig. 5A, the data could be any length that indicates a unique number for

the card. In the preferred embodiment, 2 bytes are dedicated as a signal indicator, 2

bytes comprise a MULTOS Injection Security Module ID (MISM ID) indicating which

security module injected the card with its injected keys when it was manufactured, and 4
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bytes comprise an Integrated Circuit Card (ICC) serial number which identifies the

individual card produced at the particular MISM.

Step 503 loads the data structure for the identity field "issuer ED" called

"msmjmcd^ermissions_mcd_issuer_id". This nomenclature stands for a MULTOS

card device issuer identification number. Each card issuer (such as a particular bank,

financial institution or other company involved with an application) will be assigned a

unique number in the card system. Each IC card in the MULTOS system will contain

information regarding the card issuer which personalized the card or is responsible for

the card. A card issuer will order a certain number of cards from a manufacturer and

perform or have performed the personalisation process as described herein. For

example, a regional bank may order 5,000 cards to be distributed to its customers. The

"mcd_issuer_id" data structure on these cards will indicate which issuer issued the cards.

In the preferred embodiment, the data structure is 4 bytes long (as shown in Fig. 5A at

503A) to allow for many different issuers in the system although the length of the data

structure can vary with the needs ofthe card system.

Step 505 loads the data structure for the identity field "product ED" called

"msm__mcd_permissions_mcd_issuer product id." This nomenclature stands for

MULTOS card device issuer product identification number. Each card issuer may have

different classes of products or cards which it may want to differentiate. For example, a

bank could issue a regular credit card with one product ID, a gold credit card with

another product ID and a platinum card with still another product ID. The card issuer

may wish to load certain applications onto only one class of credit cards. A gold credit

card user who pays an annual fee may be entitled to a greater variety of applications than

a regular credit card user who pays no annual fee. The product ID field identifies the

card as a particular class and will later allow the card issuer to check the product ID and

only load applications onto cards which match the desired class.

Another way to differentiate products is by application type, such as by

categorizing the application as financial, legal, medical and/or recreational, or by

assigning particular applications to a group of cards. For example, one card issuer may

have different loyalty programs available with different companies to different sets of

card users. For example, a bank may have an American Airlines(R) loyalty program and
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a British Airways(R) loyalty program for different regions ofthe country dependent on

where the airlines fly. The product type allows the issuer to fix the product classification

ofthe card during the personalization process. When loading applications onto the card,

the product type identification number on each card will be checked to make sure it

matches the type of card onto which the issuer desires to load. The product type data

structure is preferably an indexing mechanism (unlike the other personalisation data

structure) of 8 bits (as shown at 505A in Fig. 5A) but could be any length depending

upon the needs ofthe card system. In the illustrated embodiment, the resulting

instruction would be to locate the second bit (since the byte f

s indicated value is 2) in the

array to be searched (see discussion of step 809 below).

Step 507 loads the data structure for the identity field data called

Mmsm__mcd_permissions_mcd_controls_data-date.
,f This nomenclature stands for the

MULTOS card device controls data date or, in other words, the date on which the card

was personalized so that, for example, the application loader can load cards dated only

after a certain date, load cards before a certain date (e.g., for application updates) or load

cards with a particular data date. The information can include the year, month and day

of personalization or may include less information, if desired. The data date data

structure is preferably 1 byte in length (see 507A in Fig. 5A) although it could be any

length depending upon the needs ofthe particular card system used.

Once all of the personalisation data structures are loaded and stored in the

card, the card has been identified by issuer, product class, date and identification number

(and other data fields, if desired), and the card cannot change its identity; these fields

cannot be changed in the memory ofthe card. If a card user wants to change the

product-id stored in the card to gain access to different applications available to another

product type, a new card will have to be issued to the user containing the correct

personalization data. This system is consistent with a gold card member receiving a new

card when the classification is changed to platinum.

After the card has been enabled and personalized by storing its individual

card key set, MSM personalization characteristics and enablement bit as described in

Fig. 3, the card is ready to have applications loaded into its memory.
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Loading Applications

The application loading process contains a number of security and card

configuration checks to ensure the secure and proper loading of an application onto the

intended IC card. The application loading process is preferably performed at the

personalization bureau so that the card will contain one or more applications when the

card is issued. The card may contain certain common applications which will be present

on every card the issuer sends out, such as an electronic purse application or a

credit/debit application. Alternatively, the personalization bureau could send the enabled

cards to a third party for the process of loading applications. The multiple application

operating system stored in the ROM of each card and the card MSM personalization data

is designed to allow future loading and deleting of applications after the card has been

issued depending upon the desires ofthe particular card user and the responsible card

issuer. Thus, an older version of an application stored on the IC card could be replaced

with a new version ofthe application. An additional loyalty application could also be

added to the card after it has been initially sent to the card user because the application is

newly available or the user desires to use the new application. These loading and

deleting functions for applications can be performed directly by a terminal or may be

performed over telephone lines, data lines, a network such as the Internet or any other

way of transmitting data between two entities. In the present IC card system, the process

oftransmitting the application program and data ensures that only IC cards containing

the proper personalization data and which fit on application permissions profile will be

qualified and receive the corresponding application program and data.

Figure 6 shows the preferred steps performed in loading an application onto

an IC card in the MULTOS IC card system. For this example, the personalization

bureau is loading an application from a terminal which enabled the same card. Step 601

performs an "open command" initiated by the terminal which previews the card to make

sure the card is qualified to accept the loading of a specific application. The open

command provides the card with the application's permissions data, the application's

size, and instructs the card to determine (1) ifthe enablement bit is set indicating the

card has been personalized; (2) whether the application code and associated data will fit
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in the existing memory space on the card; and (3) whether the personalization data

assigned to the application to be loaded allows for the loading ofthe application onto the

particular card at issue. The open command could also make additional checks as

required by the card system. These checking steps during the open command execution

will be described in detail in conjunction with Figure 7.

After the open command has been executed, the application loader via the

terminal will be advised ifthe card contains the proper identification personalization

data and if enough room exists in the memory ofthe card for the application code and

related data. If there is insufficient memory, then a negative response is returned by the

card and the process is abended (abnormally ended). If the identification personalization

data does not match the applications permissions data, a warning response is given in

step 603, but the process continues to the load and create steps. Alternatively, ifthere is

no match, the process may automatically be abended. If a positive response is returned

by the card to the terminal in step 605, the application loader preferably proceeds to next

steps. The open command allows the application to preview the card before starting any

transfer ofthe code and data.

Step 607 then loads the application code and data onto the IC card into

EEPROM. The actual loading occurs in conjunction with create step 609 which

completes the loading process and enables the application to execute on the IC card after

it is loaded. The combination ofthe open, load and create commands are sent by the

terminal, or another application provider source, to the IC card to perform the

application loading process. The operating system in the IC cards is programmed to

perform a specific set of instructions with respect to each of these commands so that the

IC card will communicate with and properly carry out the instructions from the terminal.

Step 609 performs the create command which at least: (1) checks ifan

application load certificate is signed (encrypted) by the CA and therefore authenticates

the application as a proper application for the system; and (2) checks the card

personalization data stored on the card against the permissions profile for the application

to be loaded to qualify the card for loading. It may do other checks as required. If one of

the checks fails, then a failure response 610 is given and the process aborts. The

application after it has passed these checks will be loaded into the memory ofthe card.
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Figure 7 shows the various steps ofthe open step 601 ofFig. 6 in more

detail. Step 701 determines if the enablement (i.e., control) bit is set. This bit is set

when the card has completed its personalization process and has been assigned its

personalization data. An application can be loaded on an IC card in the card system only

ifthe card contains the personalization data. Ifthe enablement bit is not set, the card has

not been personalized and therefore the card returns a negative response 703 to the

terminal. Ifthe enablement bit is set, then the card has been enabled and the test

conditions continue with step 71 1.

Step 711 checks ifthere is sufficient space in the memory on the card to

store the application code and its associated data. Applications will typically have

associated data related to their functions. This data will be used and manipulated when

the application is run. Storage space in the memory of an IC card is a continuing

concern due to the relatively large physical space required for EEPROM and how it fits

in the integrated circuit which is desired to be small enough to fit on a credit card sized

card. An example ofthe size of a preset EEPROM on an IC card is 16K bytes although

the actual size varies. Applications can range from IK byte or less for a very simple

application up to the size of available memory for a more sophisticated application. The

data associated with an application can range from no data being stored in the card

memory to a size constrained by the amount of available memory. These varied sizes of

application code and data continually increase as applications become more advanced

and diverse.

MULTOS as an operating system is not limited by the number of

applications and associated data it can store on the card. Thus, if five applications can fit

in the available memory of the card, the card user will have greatly increased

functionality than if one or two applications were stored on the card. Once a card's

memory is filled to its capacity, however, a new application cannot be loaded onto the

card unless another application including its code and data of sufficient size can be

deleted. Therefore, checking the amount of available space on the card is an important

step. Ifthere is not sufficient space, then an insufficient space response 713 will be

returned to the terminal. The application loader can then decide if another existing

application on the card should be deleted to make room for the new application.
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Deletion depends upon the card issuer having an application delete certificate from the

CA. If there is sufficient space on the card, then the process continues with step 715.

An example of the testing ofmemory spaces in step 71 1 is now described.

The numbers used in this example in no way limit the scope ofthe invention but are used

only to illustrate memory space requirements. An IC card may have 16K available

EEPROM when it is first manufactured. The operating system data necessary for the

operating system may take up 2K ofmemory space. Thus, 14K would remain. An

electronic purse application's code is stored in EEPROM and may take up 8K ofmemory

space. The purse application's required data may take up an additional 4K ofmemory

space in EEPROM. The memory space which is free for other applications would thus

be 2K (16K-2K-8K-4K=2K). If a card issuer wants to load a credit/debit application

whose code is 6K bytes in size onto the card in this example, the application will not fit

in the memory ofthe IC card. Therefore, the application cannot load the new application

without first removing the purse application from the card. If a new credit/debit

application was loaded into EEPROM ofthe IC card, then it would have to overwrite

other application's code or data. The application loader is prevented from doing this.

Figure 8 shows the steps performed in determining whether the card's

personalization data falls within the permissible set of cards onto which the application

at issue may be loaded. These steps are preferably performed during the execution ofthe

"create" command. However, these steps may be performed at any time during the

loading or deleting of an application. As described previously, the card is personalized

by storing data specific to the card (MSM personalization data) including: a card ID

designation specific to an individual card, the card issuer number indicating the issuer of

the card, the product type of the card, such as a gold or platinum card, and the date the

card was personalized. This data uniquely identifies the card apart from all other IC

cards in the system.

Accordingly, applications can be selectively stored on individual cards in the

IC card system on virtually any basis, including the following. An application can be

loaded selectively to cards containing one or more specific card numbers. An

application can be selectively loaded on one or more cards containing a specified card

issuer ID. Moreover, an application can be loaded only upon one type of product
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specified by the particular card issuer, and/or the application can be loaded only on cards

which have a specified date or series of dates ofpersonalization. Each ofthe

personalization data allows an application to be selectively loaded onto certain cards or

groups of cards and also ensures that cards without the proper permissions will not

receive the application. Personalization data types in addition to the four described can

also be used as needed.

The selection ofIC cards upon which a particular application may be loaded

is made possible by the use of "applications permissions data" which is assigned to the

application and represents at least one set of cards upon which the application may be

loaded. The set may be based-on virtually any factor, including one or more of the

following: card numbers, card issuers, product types or personalization dates. Although

the individual card's personalization data typically identify one specific number, one card

issuer, one product type and one date, the application's permissions data may indicate a

card number or a blanket permission, a card issuer or a blanket permission, and a number

ofproduct types and dates.

For example, a frequent loyalty program may be configured to allow its

loading and use on cards in different product classes belonging to one card issuer. In

addition, the application permissions data may indicate that the loyalty program can be

used on gold and platinum product types if the card was issued after May, 1998. Thus,

the MSM permissions check will determine if the card's individual personalization data

is included in the allowed or permissible set of cards upon which the application may be

loaded. If it is, the application will be loaded.

To expedite the comparison process, an alternative embodiment may include

setting one or more permissions data at zero representing a blanket permission for that

particular data. For instance, by placing a zero for the "card number" entry in the

application permissions data or some other value indicating that all cards may be loaded

regardless oftheir number, the system knows not to deny any cards based on their card

number. Moreover, if a zero is placed in the application's permissions data "issuer ED,"

then all cards similarly will pass the "issuer" test comparison. This feature allows

greater flexibility in selecting groups of cards. The zero indicator could also be used for

other permissions data, as required.
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Referring to Figure 8, each of the permissions data is checked in the order

shown, but other orders could be followed because if any one ofthe permissions fails,

the application will be prevented from being loaded on the IC card being checked. The

permissions are preferably checked in the order shown. Step 801 checks ifthe

application permissions product type set encompasses the card's product type number

stored in the memory ofthe card. Each card product type is assigned a number by the

system operator. The product types are specified for each card issuer because different

card issuers will have different product types. The cards are selectively checked to

ensure that applications are loaded only on cards of authorized product type. The

application permissions product type set can be 32 bytes long which includes multiple

acceptable product types or can be a different length depending upon the needs ofthe

system. Using data structure 505A as an example, the operating system would check bit

number 2 in the 256 bit array (32 bytes x 8 bits per byte) resulting from the 32 byte long

application permissions data structure. Ifthe permissions check fails, then the card

returns a failure message to the terminal in step 803. If the product type check passes

(for example, the value of bit No. 2 being 1), then the process continues with step 805.

Step 805 checks ifthe application permissions allowable card issuer number set

encompasses the card's issuer number stored in the memory ofthe card or if the

application permissions issuer data is zero (indicating all cards pass this individual

permissions check). Each card issuer is assigned a number by the system operator and

the cards are selectively checked to ensure that applications are loaded only on cards

distributed by authorized card issuers. The application permissions card issuer number

set can be 4 bytes long ifone issuer is designated or can be longer depending upon the

needs ofthe system. Ifthe issuer check fails, then the card returns a failure message to

the terminal in step 807. If the check passes, then the process continues with step 809.

Step 809 checks ifthe application permissions date set encompasses the

card's data date stored in the memory ofthe card. The date that the IC card was

personalised will be stored and will preferably include at least the month and year. The

cards are selectively checked to ensure that applications are loaded only on cards with

the authorized personalization date. The application permissions date set can be 32 bytes

long which includes multiple dates or can be a different length depending upon the needs
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ofthe system. If the date permissions check fails, then the card returns a failure message

to the terminal in step 811. If the date check passes, then the process continues with step

813.

Step 813 checks ifthe application permissions allowable card number set

encompasses the card's ID number stored in the card memory or ifthe application

permissions allowable card number data is zero (indicating all cards pass this individual

permissions check). The testing ofthe permissions is performed on the card during the

execution ofthe open, load and create commands. The application permissions card

number data set can be 8 bytes long if one number is designated or can be longer

depending upon the needs ofthe system. Ifthe card number check fails, then the card

returns a failure message to the terminal in step 815. Ifthe check passes, then the

process continues with step 817.

Summary ofIC Card System's Process

Figure 9 shows the components ofthe system architecture for the card

initialization process ofan IC card in a secure multiple application IC card system. The

system includes a card manufacturer 102, a personalization bureau 104, an application

loader 106, the IC card 107 being initialized, the card user 109 and the certification

authority 1 1 1 for the entire multiple application secure system. The card user 13 1 is the

person or entity who will use the stored applications on the IC card. For example, a card

user may prefer an IC card that contains both an electronic purse containing electronic

cash (such as MONDEX™ and a credit/debit application (such as the MasterCard (R)

EMV application) on the same IC card. The following is a description ofone way in

which the card user would obtain an IC card containing the desired in a secure manner.

The card user would contact a card issuer 113, such as a bank which

distributes IC cards, and request an IC card with the two applications both residing in

memory ofa single IC card. The integrated circuit chip for the IC card would be

manufactured by manufacturer 102 and sent to the card issuer 1 13 (or an entity acting on

its behalf) in the form of an IC chip on a card. As discussed above (see steps 201-209),

during the manufacturing process, data is transmitted 1 15 via a data conduit from the
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manufacturer 102 to card 107 and stored in IC card 107s memory. (Any of the data

conduits described in this figure could be a telephone line, Internet connection or any

other transmission medium.) The certification authority 111, which maintains

encryption/decryption keys for the entire system, transmits 117 security data (i.e., global

public key) to the manufacturer over a data conduit which is placed on the card by the

manufacturer along with other data, such as the card enablement key and card identifier.

The card
f

s multiple application operating system is also stored in ROM and placed on the

card by the manufacturer. After the cards have been initially processed, they are sent to

the card issuer for personalization and application loading.

The card issuer 113 performs, or has performed by another entity, two

separate functions. First, the personalization bureau 104 personalizes the IC card 107 in

the ways described above, and second, the application loader 106 loads the application

provided the card is qualified, as described.

Regarding personalization, an individualized card key set is generated by

the CA and stored on the card (see Fig. 3). The card is further given a specific identity

usingMSM personalization (see Fig. 3, step 307 and Fig. 5) including a card ID number,

an issuer ID number identifying the card issuer which processed the card, a card product

type number which is specified by the card issuer and the date upon which the

personalization took place. After the card has been personalized, applications need to be

loaded onto the card so that the card can perform desired functions.

The application loader 106, which could use the same terminal or data

conduit as personalization bureau 104, first needs to have determined if the card is

qualified to accept the application. This comparison process takes place on the card

itself (as instructed by its operating system) using the permissions information. The

card, if it is qualified, thus selectively loads the application onto itself based upon the

card
f

s identity and the card issuer's instructions. The application loader communicates

119 with the IC card via a terminal or by some other data conduit. After the applications

have been loaded on the card, the card is delivered to the card user 109 for use.

The secure multiple application IC card system described herein allows for

selective loading and deleting of applications at any point in the life cycle of the IC card
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after the card has been personalized. Thus, a card user could also receive a personalized

card with no applications and then select a desired application over a common

transmission line such as a telephone line or Internet connection.

Figure 10 is a system diagram of entities involved with the use of an IC card

once it has been personalized. The system includes an IC card 151, a terminal 153, an

application load/delete entity 155, the certification authority 157, a card issuer 171 and

other IC cards 159 in the system. The arrows indicate communication between the

respective entities. The CA 157 facilitates loading and deleting of applications. After

providing the MSM permissions data and card specific keyset to the card during card

enablements, the CA allows applications to be later loaded and deleted preferably by

issuing an application certificate. Application specific keys are required to authenticate

communication between a card and terminal. The IC card 151 also can communicate

with other IC cards 159. Card issuer 171 is involved with all decisions of loading and

deleting applications for a card which it issued. All communications are authenticated

and transmitted securely in the system.

For instance, IC card 151 will use the following procedure to load a new

application onto the card. IC card 101 is connected to terminal 153 and the terminal

requests that an application be loaded. Terminal 153 contacts application load/delete

entity 155 which, as a result and in conjunction with card issuer 171, sends the

application code, data and application permissions data (along with any other necessary

data) to terminal 153. Terminal 153 then queries card 151 to ensure it is the correct card

onto which the application may be loaded. IfIC card passes the checks discussed above,

the application is loaded onto card 151. The CA 157 provides the application load or

delete certificate that enables the application to be loaded or deleted from the card. This

example shows one way to load the application, but other variations using the same

principles could be performed, such as directly loading the application at the application

load/delete entity 155.

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles ofthe invention. It will

thus be appreciated that those skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous systems

and methods which, although not explicitly shown or described herein, embody the

principles ofthe invention and are thus within the spirit and scope ofthe invention.
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For example, it will be appreciated that the MSM personalization and

permissions data may not only be used for loading applications onto IC cards but also for

deleting applications from said cards. The same checks involving MSM permissions and

loading applications are made for deleting applications. A delete certificate from the CA

authorizing the deletion of an application will control from which cards the application

may be deleted. This is accomplished through the personalization data stored on each IC

card and the permissions check as described herein.

Moreover, the data may also be applicable to personal computers or other

units onto which applications may be loaded which are not physically loaded on cards.

In addition, the application's permissions data may actually include data representative of

a set or sets to be excluded, instead of included - cards that cannot be loaded with the

application.
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WE CLAIM:

1. A secure multiple application card system comprising:

a certification authority for which a public and private key pair are generated;

at least one integrated circuit card including at manufacture said public key

of said certification authority and a card identifier for uniquely identifying each said

card;

means for creating at said certification authority a personalization data block

for at least one card identifier, means for encrypting said personalization data block and

forwarding said encrypted data block to a personalization bureau;

means for loading at said personalization bureau said encrypted data block

on said card having the card identifier matching said encrypted personalization data

block;

means for determining based at least on said encrypted personalization data

block whether one of said integrated circuit cards is qualified to accept the loading of a

specific application;

means for authenticating said application for loading onto said card by using

said public key of said certification authority; and loading means responsive to said

determining and authenticating means for securely loading said application onto said

card.

2. The system of claim 1 , further comprising personalization means for

enabling at least one of said cards at said personalization bureau.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein said at least one integrated circuit

card further comprises memory means for storing an operating system for instructing

said determining means, authentication means and said loading means.

4. The system of claim 2 wherein said at least one integrated circuit card

further comprises a card enablement key for facilitating card specific confidentiality.
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5. The system of claim 4 wherein said personalization means comprises

means for compiling a list of said card identifiers and means for forwarding said list to

said authority.

6. The system of claim 5 wherein said personalization data block

comprises card personalization data and an individual key set.

7. The system of claim 6 further including means for checking whether

said card enablement key has been set, and wherein said means for loading said

encrypted data block only loads said block in the event said enablement key has not been

set, and wherein said card enablement key is set upon loading said encrypted data block.

8. A secure multiple application card system comprising:

one or more integrated circuit cards each including at manufacture a public

key for authenticating the source of any message to it from an authority holding a

corresponding secret key, a card enablement key for facilitating card specific

confidentiality, a card identifier for uniquely identifying each card, and memory storing

an operating system;

personalization means for enabling said card at a personalization bureau, said

personalization means including means for compiling a list of said card identifiers and

means for forwarding said list to said authority;

means for creating at said authority a personalization data block for each

card identifier forwarded to said authority, said data block including card personalization

data and an individual key set for each of said cards;

means for encrypting each of said data blocks and means for forwarding said

encrypted data blocks to said personalization bureau;

means for checking whether said card enablement key has been set and, if

not, for matching said card identifiers with said encrypted data blocks, loading said

encrypted data block on its matched corresponding card, and setting said enablement

key;
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means for determining whether said card is qualified to accept the loading of

a specific application; checking means for authenticating said specific application to be

loaded by checking whether said application has been signed by said authority; and

means responsive to said determining and checking means for loading said

one or more specific applications.

9. A method for securely loading one or more applications on an

integrated circuit card comprising the steps of:

transmitting security data including a public key of a certification authority

onto an integrated circuit card;

creating at said certification authority a personalization data block for said

card, encrypting said data block and forwarding said encrypted data block to a

personalization bureau;

loading said encrypted data block onto said card;

determining based at least on said encrypted data block whether said card is

qualified to accept the loading of a specific application;

authenticating said application for loading onto said card by using said

public key;

loading said application in the event said card is qualified and said

application is authenticated.

10. A method for securely deleting one or more applications from an

integrated circuit card comprising the steps of:

transmitting security data including a public key of a certification authority

onto an integrated circuit card;

creating at said certification authority a personalization data block for said

card, encrypting said data block and forwarding said encrypted data block to a

personalization bureau;

loading said encrypted data block onto said card;
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determining based at least on said encrypted data block whether said card is

qualified to accept the deleting ofa specific application; deleting said application in the

event said card is qualified.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A secure multiple application card system and process is provided having

secure loading and deleting capability by use of a Certification Authority and

Personalization Bureau. The certification authority maintains the security ofthe system

by requiring IC cards to be injected with its public key and a card identifier for uniquely

identifying each card, by providing a personalization data block for each card, and by

signing with its private key all applications to be loaded or deleted from the IC card.
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1 1 . A secure multiple application card system including an IC card comprising a

2 microprocessor, a read-only memory and an electronically erasable programmable read only

3 memory, said system comprising:

4 means for manufacturing said IC card and for storing at the time of

5 manufacture in said read-only memory an operating system and programming instructions; and

6 means for personalizing said IC card and for storing at the time of

7 personalization in said electronically erasable programmable read only memory an address table

8 with memory addresses of at least one of said programming instructions,

9 wherein the operating system will only access those program instructions

10 in accordance with the addresses indicated in the address table.

1 2. The system of claim 1, wherein said programming instructions comprise at

2 least one primitive.

1 3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein said programming instructions comprise at

2 least one codelet.

1 4. The system of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein said means for personalizing said IC card and

2 for storing in said electronically erasable programmable read only memory further stores

3 additional programming instructions.
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1 5. The system of claim 4, wherein said additional programming instructions

2 comprise at least one primitive.

1 6. The system of claim 4 or claim 5, wherein said additional programming instructions

2 comprise at least one codelet.

1 7. The system of claim 5 or claim 6, wherein said address table comprises a listing of the

2 names of the primitives to be accessed and memory addresses containing the primitives.

1 8. The system of claim 6 wherein said address table comprises a listing of the

2 names of the codelets to be accessed and memory addresses containing the codelets.

1 9. A process for providing a secure multiple application card system including an

2 IC card comprising a microprocessor, a read-only memory and an electronically erasable

3 programmable read only memory, said process comprising the steps of:

4 manufacturing said IC card and for storing at the time of manufacture in

5 said read-only memory an operating system and programming instructions; and

6 personalizing said IC card after said time of manufacture by storing in said

7 electronically erasable programmable read only memory an address table with memory addresses

8 of at least one said programming instructions,
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9 wherein the operating system will only access those program instructions

10 in accordance with the addresses indicated in the address table.

1 10. The process of claim 9, wherein said programming instructions comprises at

2 least one primitive.

1 11. The process of claim 9 or claim 1 0, wherein said programming instructions comprises at

2 least one codelet.

1 12. The process of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein said step for storing in said electronically

2 erasable programmable read only memory further includes storing additional programming

3 instructions.

1 13. The process of claim 12, wherein said additional programming instructions

2 comprises at least one primitive.

* 14. The system of claim 12 or claim 13, wherein said additional programming instructions

2 comprises at least one codelet.

1

2

15. The system of claim 12 or claim 13, wherein said address table comprises a listing of the

names of the primitives to be called and memory addresses containing the primitives.
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16. The system of claim 14, wherein said address table comprises a listing ofthe

names of the codelets to be called and memory addresses containing the codelets.

1
1 7. A process for providing a secure multiple application card comprising a

2 microprocessor, a first memory and second memory, said process comprising the steps of:

3 a. storing in said first memory an operating system and programming

4 instructions; and

5 b. personalizing said IC card after said storing step a by storing in said

6 second memory an address table with memory addresses of at least one said programming

7 instructions;

8 wherein said operating system will only access those program instructions in

9 accordance with the address indicated in the address table.

1 18. The process of claim 17, wherein said programming instructions comprises at

2 least one primitive.

1 1 9. The process of claim 1 7 or claim 1 8, wherein said programming instructions comprises at

2 least one codelet.

1 20. The process of any of claims 1 7 to 1 9, wherein said step for storing in said electronically
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2 erasable programmable read only memory further includes storing additional programming

3 instructions.

1 21. The process ofclaim 20, wherein said additional programming instructions

2 comprises at least one primitive.

* 22. The system of claim 20 or claim 2 1 , wherein said additional programming instructions

2 comprises at least one codelet.

1 23. The system of claim 21 or claim 22, wherein said address table comprises a listing of the

2 names ofthe primitives to be called and memory addresses containing the primitives.

1

2

24. The system ofclaim 22, wherein said address table comprises a listing of the

names of the codelets to be called and memory addresses containing the codelets.
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